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Charlotte (Lottie) Ritchie
Associate, London 

+44 (0) 20 8036 9396 
critchie@cohengresser.com 

Practice Areas
Litigation and Arbitration, White Collar
Defense and Regulation

Education
University of Law (MSc, LPC, 2017; GDL,
2016); Christ Church College, University
of Oxford (Bachelor’s Degree, 2015)

Bar Admissions
England & Wales

Charlotte (Lottie) Ritchie is an associate in Cohen & Gresser’s London office.
She is a member of the firm’s White Collar Defense & Regulation and
Litigation & Arbitration practice groups. Lottie’s recent work has comprised a
range of matters across the Litigation & Arbitration and White Collar Defense
& Regulation spaces, including acting as independent legal advisor to a
witness in a substantial cross-border investigation, working on and leading
multiple investigatory document reviews, and acting in commercial disputes.

Lottie has worked on diversity and inclusion initiatives both at Cohen &
Gresser and otherwise, and is a member of the firm’s global Committee on
Diversity and Inclusion.  She also works on pro bono legal matters, most
recently initiating a project in which Cohen & Gresser supports the Malawian
Legal Aid Bureau in the defense of detainees facing the death penalty.

Prior to joining Cohen & Gresser, Lottie trained and qualified in the London
office of Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton, where she gained invaluable
experience with cross-border matters and high-value commercial disputes.

Lottie completed her Legal Practice Course and Masters of Science in Law,
Business, and Management with distinction from the University of Law. She
received her Graduate Diploma in Law with distinction also from the
University of Law, and her Bachelor’s Degree in Philosophy, Politics, and
Economics with Upper Second Class Honors from the University of Oxford.
Lottie is conversational in French.

Activities and Affiliations
Member, Young Fraud Lawyers Association
Member, Female Fraud Forum
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